Auditory maturity and hearing performance in inner ear malformations: a histological and electrical stimulation approach.
The objective of this study was to assess the auditory performance of the neural structures in response to controlled electrical stimulation period. A prospective cohort study focused on the intracochlear electrical stimulation parameters and hearing performance of patients suffering different cochlear malformations who were treated by cochlear implants constituted the study design. The study sample constituted 16 patients, suffering profound prelingual hearing impairment, diagnosed on the basis of radiological criteria as having an inner ear malformation, and who underwent cochlear implantation and were followed for 24 months. Patients with common cavities, characterized by fewer nerve structures involved, less epithelial penetration, and deficient cochlear tonotopy distribution showed have higher thresholds and electrical charges than patients with cochlear hypoplasia, who in turn have higher thresholds than patients with minor malformations (p < 0.05). Furthermore, word perception was severely compromised in patients with a common cavity malformation and was also poor in patients with cochlear hypoplasia, who were unable to discriminate more than 50% of the words and relied on visual cues as a necessary aid to communication. Better results were reached by minor malformed inner ears. To conclude, the number of nerve structures involved, epithelial penetration and deficient cochlear tonotopy are responsible of inner ear functionality.